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Software Development Company

with a Business First Approach


Successfully scale your business with technology-independent consulting and software development from Eversoft. With our Business First Approach everything we do aligns with your core business goals.


Let's talk about your project!
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	Eversoft Infopack
	

	Submit the form and get your free copy!
	

	Fields marked with* are required.
	

	







I agree to the processing of my personal data in accordance with Eversoft Privacy Policy*.
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									Advisor

									Code is not everything. Choose consulting to avoid failures, empowering you to obtain the right solutions.
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									Executor

									Consultancy is not enough. Delivering digital solutions & nearshore services to fulfill your business plan.
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Software Development as

a Service (SDaaS) Partner 


Achieve your business goals with Eversoft as your Software Development as a Service (SDaaS) Partner. You always get the perfect solution thanks to our in-depth technical knowledge and extensive industry experience.

We have been evolving our unique competencies over many years to become a leading software development company and a trustworthy consultant who knows how to convert investment in technology into true business results.











Why Eversoft?
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Business First Approach


Your strategic goals are of paramount importance, which is why our Business First Approach ensures software development work is fully aligned with your business strategy. We will prioritise all project components to meet your immediate business needs and final solution adoption.
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Experience-driven Project Leadership


You can avoid potential software development project blockers and delays thanks to our experience and true battle-tested knowledge. Eversoft’s experienced management team can predict the problems you may encounter, structuring workflows to maintain project progress in a seamless and effective way.
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Your Change Management Partner


Software development projects cannot be successful unless they are treated as a part of the overall evolution of your business. We believe we can only deliver true business value when we properly understand your strategy and goals. A full change management path then ensures you have the support you need throughout.
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More than Engagement


True value for your business is the overall goal of our software development company. Our team leaders have autonomy to make decisions and invest as much effort and time as needed to ensure we deliver. We have a positive mindset - we look for solutions not problems












            
After 10 years of close and fruitful cooperation, Asseco has recognised Eversoft as a Premium Verified Supplier
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Eversoft starts cooperation

with Vopy AB

“We are very happy about our new partnership and are looking forward to working together in the upcoming months!” – Jerzy Drojecki, Eversoft CEO.
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Eversoft welcomes Ultiro AB in Eversoft Group

“We are very happy about finalizing our discussions and starting a new partnership, so we are looking forward to working together in the upcoming months!” – Jerzy Drojecki, Eversoft CEO.
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Eversoft starts cooperation with Nrlyze

“We are very happy about finalizing our first project and so we are looking forward to working together in the upcoming months!” – Jerzy Drojecki, Eversoft CEO.
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Complete lifecycle software development services


Whether you need assistance with one aspect of your software project, or need to outsource the entire development process, Eversoft is here to help. We deliver a full portfolio of software development services ranging from conception and consulting to delivery and launch.

Our expertise and passion to build the best solutions ensures your software is optimised for future business goals in terms of technology and architecture.





Software Development


	Software Project Start Analysis
	Full cycle software development
	Software testing








Safety and risk management


	Information security management
	Business continuity management
	Risk management
	Source code management








Audits & Consulting


	Software development process audit
	Software technology consulting
	Software outsourcing readiness audit
	Development team capacity evaluation
	Project definition review














Industry Expertise


Your project will benefit from our experience in a wide range of industries, giving you valuable insights and truly beneficial solutions.
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Scale-ups
Read more
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Insurtech
Read more
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Manufacturing
Read more











Accelerate your growth

through technology
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								Prototyping
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								Digital

Transformation
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								Executive

Dashboards
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How we work
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								We manage your IT project

							
						
						

					

					
	We get to know your needs
	We organise an IT team
	Two-week sprints
	We implement the agreed plans
	You receive the work
	We settle accounts
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								You manage our IT team

							

						

					

					
	We get to know your needs
	We organise an IT team
	We carry out the tasks assigned
	T&M settlement
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								You hire our specialists

							

						

					

					
	We get to know your needs
	We organise a specialist
	Implementation of tas
	Project settlement





				

			

		
		








Eversoft by numbers









13

Years

Eversoft was established

in 2009







11

Years

as a service provider for Assecco Group
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Eversoft has been shortlisted for the Real IT Awads 2020







500+

Projects

completed software development projects







100+

Employees

Software dev engineers and supporting staff
















Benefits of working

with our Software Development Company





            
                
							
								Minimizing the risk
of unsuccessful digital transformation

								

							

						

							
								Increased innovation value
of delivered solutions

								

							

						

							
								Faster product

development
and shorter time to market

								

							

						

							
								Development team's maintenance
costs’ optimization

								

							

						

							
								Focus on business
and sales growth

								

							

						

							
								Flexibility
in accessing and engaging required specialists

								

							

						

							
								Maintaining your market position
through continuous software development
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Some projects for our clients
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Popular on our blog
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The not-obvious factors of a software development project’s success – EnergyTech’s project

3 March 2023

We would like to share with you some of the lessons we learned working on a recent project for an EnergyTech client.  […]



	
		Read more
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How can insurance companies leverage technology to solve business challenges?

16 February 2023

Technological investments are common in every industry because they can improve specific processes or be utilized for the advancement of the entire […]



	
		Read more
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5 Swedish business cultural values we always follow

26 January 2023

Here at Eversoft we value and identify with Swedish culture because we have the same values in our corporate DNA. We have […]



	
		Read more






	










	





Read more
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			Al. Jerozolimskie 181B

02-222 Warszawa

+48 22 882 25 16

 

sales@eversoft.company

office@eversoft.company
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			Drottninggatan 86

111 36 Stockholm, Sweden

+46 76 593 11 51

 

info@ultiro.se
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